Specific interactions between proteins and DNA are essential to many biological processes. Yet it remains unclear how the diversification in DNA-binding specificity was brought about, and what were the mutational paths that led to changes in specificity. Using a pair of evolutionarily related DNAbinding proteins each with a different DNA preference (ParB and Noc: both having roles in bacterial chromosome maintenance), we show that specificity is encoded by a set of four residues at the protein-DNA interface. Combining X-ray crystallography and deep mutational scanning of the interface, we show that permissive mutations must be introduced before specificity-switching mutations to reprogram specificity, and that mutational paths to a new specificity do not necessarily involve dual-specificity intermediates. Overall, our results provide a glimpse into the possible evolutionary history of ParB and Noc, and in a broader context, might be useful in understanding the evolution of other classes of DNA-binding proteins.
INTRODUCTION
In living organisms, hundreds of DNA-binding proteins carry out a plethora of roles in homeostasis, transcriptional regulation in response to stress, and in maintenance and transmission of genetic information. These DNA-binding proteins do so faithfully due to their distinct DNA-binding specificity towards their cognate DNA sites. Yet it remains unclear how related proteins, sometimes with a very similar DNA-recognition motif, can recognize entirely different DNA sites. What were the changes at the molecular level that brought about the diversification in DNA-binding specificity? As these proteins evolved, did the intermediates in this process drastically switch DNA-binding specificity or did they transit gradually through promiscuous states that recognized multiple DNA sequences? Among many ways to evolve new biological innovations, gene duplication and neofunctionalization has been widely implicated as a major force in evolution [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In this process, after a gene was duplicated, one copy retained the original function while the other accumulated beneficial and diverging mutations that produced a different protein with a new function. In the case of DNA-binding proteins, a new function could be the recognition of an entirely different DNA site. In this work, we employed a pair of related DNA-binding proteins (ParB and Noc) that are crucial for bacterial chromosome maintenance to better understand factors that might have influenced the evolution of a new DNA-binding specificity.
ParB (Partitioning Protein B) is important for faithful chromosome segregation in two-thirds of bacterial species 6, 7 . The centromere-like parS DNA locus is the first to be segregated following chromosome replication [6] [7] [8] [9] . parS is bound by ParB, which in turn interacts with ParA and SMC proteins to partition the ParB-parS nucleoprotein complex, hence the chromosome, into each daughter cell 7, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] (Fig.  1A) . ParB specifically recognizes and binds to parS, a palindromic sequence (Fig. 1A ) that can be present as multiple copies on the bacterial chromosome but almost always locate close to the origin of replication (oriC) on each chromosome (Fig. 1A ) [6] [7] [8] 16, [18] [19] [20] [21] . ParB proteins are widely distributed in bacteria and so must have appeared early in evolution ( Fig. 1B) 6 . Noc (Nucleoid Occlusion Factor), a ParB-related protein, was first discovered in Bacillus subtilis 22, 23 . Like ParB, Noc has a three-domain architecture: an N-terminal domain for proteinprotein interaction and for targeting Noc to the cell membrane, a central DNA-binding domain, and a C-terminal dimerization domain 23, 24 (Fig.  1A) . In contrast to ParB, Noc recognizes a DNA-binding sequence called NBS (Noc Binding Site) 24, 25 (Fig. 1A) . The role of Noc is also different from ParB; Noc functions to prevent the cell division machinery from assembling in the vicinity of the nucleoid, which might be otherwise guillotined, thereby damaging the DNA 23,24 (Fig. 1B) . In other words, Noc has a role in preserving the integrity of the chromosome. The genome-wide distribution of NBS is also drastically different from that of parS. While parS sites are restricted in the region around oriC, NBS are all over the genome except near the terminus of replication (ter) 24, 25 . The absence of NBS near ter is crucial to direct the formation of the FtsZ ring and cell division to mid-cell ( Fig. 1A ). Because of their genomic proximity ( Fig. S1 ) and high sequence similarity, it was suggested that noc resulted from a gene duplication event from parB 22, 26 . A phylogenetic tree showed that parB genes are widely distributed in bacteria but noc genes are confined to the Firmicutes clade 26 (Fig. 1B) . This phylogenetic distribution is most consistent with parB appearing early in evolution, possibly before the split between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and that the occurrence of noc is a later event that happened only in Firmicutes.
Here, we systematically measure the binding preferences of 17 ParB and four Noc family members to parS and NBS and find that their interactions are specific and conserved among bacterial species. We show that specificity to parS or NBS is encoded by a small set of four residues at the protein-DNA interface, and mutations in these residues are enough to reprogram DNA-binding specificity. Combining X-ray crystallography and systematic scanning mutagenesis, we show that both permissive and specificity-switching substitutions are required to acquire a new DNA-binding specificity. Guided by these findings, we generate a saturated library with ~10 5 variants of the specificity-defining residues in ParB, and select for mutants that bind to parS, NBS, or both. We discover several hundred alternative combinations of residues that are capable of binding to parS or NBS. By analyzing the connectivity of functional variants in the sequence space, we show that permissive and specificity-switching mutations must be introduced in an orderly manner to evolve a new protein-DNA interface. Lastly, we provide evidence that mutational paths that change specificity, at least in our case, tend to be switch-like and do not necessarily involve dualspecificity intermediates.
RESULTS

DNA-binding specificity for parS and NBS is conserved within ParB and Noc family
To test whether ParB and Noc family members retained their DNA-binding specificity, we selected a group of 17 ParB and four Noc from various bacterial clades for characterization ( Fig. 1B-C) . We expressed and purified 21 tandemly (His)6and MBP-tagged ParB and Noc to analyze them in a quantitative bio-layer interferometry assay that directly assess their binding to a parS-containing or NBS-containing duplex DNA (Fig. 1C ). As shown in Fig. 1C , all tested ParB proteins bind preferentially to parS over NBS, while Noc proteins prefer NBS to parS. To test DNA-binding specificity in vivo, we performed ChIP-seq experiments to quantify the level of ParB or Noc that are bound at a single parS or NBS site engineered onto the Escherichia coli chromosome ( Fig. 1D ). E. coli is a perfect heterologous host for this experiment as it does not possess native ParB/Noc homologs and there are no parS/NBS site on its genome. Individual ParB or Noc proteins from our collection were expressed from the lac promoter and were engineered with an N-terminal FLAG tag for immunoprecipitation. Consistent with the in vitro data, we observed the same trend that ParB members prefer parS to NBS, and vice versa for Noc members (Fig. 1D ). This conservation of DNA preference suggests that there exists a set of conserved residues within each protein family (ParB or Noc) that dictate specificity.
Co-crystal structure of the DNA-binding domain of ParB with parS revealed residues that contact DNA As the first step in identifying specificity residues, we solved a 2.4 Å resolution cocrystal structure of the DNA-binding domain (DBD) of Caulobacter crescentus ParB bound to a 20-bp parS DNA duplex ( Fig. 2A ). In the crystallographic asymmetric unit, two very similar ParB DBD monomers (RMSD = 0.1 Å) bind in a two-fold symmetric fashion to a fullsize parS DNA duplex ( Fig. 2A ). This structure reveals several regions of each DBD that contact parS (Fig. 2B) . Firstly, the recognition helix (res. 172-184) of the helix-turn-helix motif inserts into the major grooves of the palindromic parS site ( Fig. 2B ). Second, helix (res. 199-206) and helix (res. 225-235) contribute residues to the protein-DNA interface ( Fig. 2B ). Lastly, several lysine and arginine residues in the loop (res. 236-254) contact the minor groove side of parS in an adjacent complex in the crystal (Fig. S2A ), although their contribution to the DNA-binding affinity might not be significant in solution ( Fig. 2D ). From the structure of the complex, we identified residues that make specific contacts with the DNA bases as well as non-specific contacts with the phosphate backbone ( Fig. 2C ). We verified the protein-DNA contacts and their contribution to binding affinity by individually mutagenizing each residue to alanine ( Fig. 2D ). We found that most of the crucial residues for binding to parS are within the 162-234 region ( Fig. 2D ), suggesting their importance in recognizing DNA specifically. We reasoned that specificity residues for parS (and NBS) must localize within this amino acid region in ParB (and in an equivalent region in Noc).
Four amino acid residues dictate interaction specificity between Noc and NBS
To discover the region of Noc that determines specificity for NBS, we constructed a series of chimeric proteins in which different regions of Caulobacter ParB were replaced with the corresponding regions of B. subtilis Noc (Fig.  3A ). Replacing the entire region (res. 162-230) containing the helix-turn-helix motif, helix (res. 199-206), and part of helix (res. 225-235) with the corresponding region of B. subtilis Noc produced a chimera that binds to both parS and NBS, but with a clear preference for NBS (Chimera 1, Fig. 3A ). Swapping a smaller region (res. 162-207) containing just the helixturn-helix motif and an adjacent helix (res. 199-206) created a chimera that has an improved specificity for NBS (Chimera 4, Fig. 3A ). These results indicate that the region (res. 162-207) contains most of the specificity residues for NBS.
To better understand the high degree of specificity conserved within the ParB and Noc families, we mapped a sequence alignment of ~1800 ParB and ~400 Noc orthologs onto the ParB(DBD)-parS crystal structure to determine amino acid sequence preferences for those residues required for interaction specificity (Fig.  3B ). We focused our attention on the region between residues 162 and 207, which was shown above to contain the specificity residues ( Fig. 3B ). Of those amino acids that contact parS ( Fig. 2B -C), six residues (Q162, G170, K171, S172, N178, and R204) are conserved between ParB and Noc family members ( Fig.  3B ). Two residues (R173 and G201) in ParB that contact parS but are changed to Q173 and R201, respectively, in Noc homologs ( Fig. 3B ). Other residues at positions 179 and 184 vary among ParB homologs but are almost invariably a lysine in Noc family members ( Fig.  3B ). We hypothesized that these amino acids (Q173, K179, K184, and R201) ( Fig. 3B ) are specificity residues that dictate Noc preference for NBS. To test this hypothesis, we generated a variant of Caulobacter ParB in which these four residues were introduced at the structurally equivalent positions (i.e. R173Q, T179K, A184K and G201R). We purified and tested this variant in a bio-layer interferometry assay with parS and NBS. As shown in Fig. 3A , this Caulobacter ParB (RTAG→QKKR) (PtoN15) variant completely switched its binding preference to a non-cognate NBS site. We also identified additional highly conserved residues (E200 and K227) that might contribute to the NBS-binding preference ( Fig. 3A-B ), however, a minimal set of four residues are enough to reprogram specificity.
Systematic dissection of ParB-parS and Noc-NBS interfaces reveals the contribution of each specificity residue to the DNAbinding preference
To systematically dissect the role of each specificity residue, we constructed a complete set of ParB mutants that have either a single, double, or triple amino acid changes between the four specificity positions, from a parSpreferred wild-type Caulobacter ParB (R 173 T 179 A 184 G 201 ) to an NBS-preferred variant (Q 173 K 179 K 184 R 201 ). We named them ParB-to-Noc intermediates (PtoN, 15 variants in total). To simplify the nomenclature, we named the mutants based on the specificity residues being considered, for example, an NBS-preferred variant (Q 173 K 179 K 184 R 201 ) is shortened to PtoN15 (QKKR). PtoN variants were Cterminally (His)6 tagged, expressed, and purified to homogeneity. Subsequently, we tested ParB and 15 PtoN variants with a series of 16 different DNA sites, each representing a transitional state from parS to NBS with each of the two variable positions (1 and 6) changed to any of other four DNA bases ( Fig. 3C ). We visualized 16x16 interactions as a heatmap where each matrix position reflects a response value from our bio-layer interferometry assays.
This systematic pairwise interaction screen led to several notable observations ( Fig. 3C ). First, there are two non-functional variants (PtoN1: QTAG and PtoN7: QTAR) that were unable to interact with any of the 16 DNA sites ( Fig. 3C ). Second, three variants (PtoN4: RTAR, PtoN5: QKAG, and PtoN6: QTKG) switched their specificity to a DNA site that has features borrowed from both parS and NBS. Meanwhile, several variants (PtoN2: RKAG, PtoN3: RTKG, PtoN8: RKKG, PtoN9: RKAR, PtoN10: RTKR, PtoN11: QKKG, and PtoN14: RKKR) were promiscuous i.e. binding to multiple different DNA sites ( Fig. 3C ). We noted that functional PtoN variants always have a lysine at either position 179, or 184, or both. This observation became even clearer after we performed hierarchical clustering of the interaction profile in both the protein and the DNA dimensions ( Fig. 3D ). A single lysine at either position 179 or 184 is enough to license the DNA-binding capability to PtoN variants (nodes a, b, C, and d on the clustering tree, Fig. 3D ), while PtoN1 (QTAG) and PtoN7 (QTAR) that do not possess any lysine at 179/184 are non-functional (node f, Fig. 3D ). While a single lysine at 179/184 is enough, their presence at both positions enhanced DNA binding and promiscuity (nodes A, B, C, and D, Fig. 3D ). Overall, K179/184 has a "permissive" effect that might permit Q173 and R201 to contact DNA.
Next, we wondered which base of the NBS site that Q173 might contact specifically. To find out, we clustered only PtoN variants that share the Q amino acid at position 173 ( Fig. 3E ). We discovered that those variants preferred DNA sites that possess an Adenine at position 1 (Fig.  3E ). We applied the same approach to find the base that residue R201 might contact (Fig. 3F ). The emerging trend is that PtoN variants that share an R amino acid at 201 preferred DNA sites with a Cytosine at position 6 ( Fig. 4D ). Taken together, our results support a model in which each specificity residue has a distinct role: Q173 recognizes Adenine 1, R201 recognizes Cytosine 6, but they can only do so in the presence of a permissive K at either position 179 or 184, or both. In the next section, we confirmed this model using X-ray crystallography data.
Co-crystal structure of the specificityaltered ParB variant with NBS reveals the contribution of each specificity residue to the DNA-binding preference
To understand the biophysical mechanism underlying the specificity to NBS, we solved the co-crystal structure of a specificity-altered ParB variant (QKKR+K227) mutant with a 20-bp NBS DNA duplex to 3.6Å resolution ( Fig. S2B ). K227 was shown to enhance NBS binding but is not part of the core specificity residues (Fig. 3A ). Our construct contains the DNA-binding domain and the N-terminal domain of ParB (QKKR+K227) but lacks the C-terminal dimerization domain ( Fig. S2B -D and Materials and Methods). While the resolution was modest, several key interactions at the protein-DNA interface were well resolved in the electron density ( Fig. S2E-F ). By superimposing the structures of the wild-type ParB (DBD)-parS complex and the ParB (QKKR+K227)-NBS complex, we observed several changes in both the protein and the DNA sites that enabled specific interactions ( Fig. 4 ). First, R173 in wild-type ParB hydrogen bonds with parS Guanine 1, but the shorter side chain of Q173 (in an NBS-preferred mutant) is unable to bond with Guanine 1 (Fig. 4A ). However, a corresponding base in NBS (Adenine 1) positions itself closer to enable hydrogen bonding with this Q173 residue ( Fig. 4A) ; this is possibly due to conformational changes in the NBS site that narrows the minor groove width at the Adenine 1:Thymine -1 position (from 7.5 to 3.8Å, Fig.  S3 ). The switch from R173 to Q173 serves to eliminate the ability of ParB to contact parS Guanine 1 while simultaneously establishing a new contact with NBS Adenine 1. The second notable changes between the two co-crystal structures occurs at position 201 ( Fig. 4B ). G201 from wild-type ParB has no side chain, hence cannot contact Thymine -6 ( Fig. 4B ). However, the equivalent residue R201 in an NBS-preferred variant readily forms hydrogen bonds with Guanine -6 ( Fig. 4B ). We also observed DNA unwinding that increased both the minor and the major groove widths at the Cytosine 6:Guanine -6 position of NBS (from 7.0 to 9.0 Å, and from 10.2 to 12.5 Å, respectively), possibly to move Guanine -6 outwards to be compatible with the longer side chain of R201 ( Fig. S3 ). Overall, our co-crystal structures are consistent with data from the systematic scanning mutagenesis. Our ParB (QKKR+K227)-NBS complex structure, however, did not yield extra information on the specificity residues K179 and K184 because no clear electron density was seen for the side chains of these residues ( Fig. 4 ). It is possible that these residues do not contact specific bases but interact with the phosphate backbone non-specifically at multiple positions, leading to a blurring of the electron-density. The most parsimonious explanation for the permissive capability of K179/184 is that they increase DNA-binding affinity non-specifically to overcome the initial energy barrier and permit specific base contacts from Q173 and R201. If this were true, we predicted that another amino acid with a positively charged side chain could substitute for lysine in its role as a permissive mutation. This turned out to be the case because arginine can readily substitute for lysine at positions 179 and 184 ( Fig. 6A ). Another hypothesis for the permissive effect of K179/184 is that they induce conformational changes at the recognition helix and helix (res. 200-207), thereby positioning Q173 and R201 favorably to interact with NBS Adenine 1 and Guanine -6. However, the two helices were not seen to change their conformations significantly between the two co-crystal structures ( Fig. 4 ), arguing against this hypothesis.
A high throughput bacterial one-hybrid selection reveals multiple combinations of specificity residues that enable parS and NBS recognition
While the results from our systematic scanning mutagenesis and X-ray crystallography revealed how specificity changed as individual substitutions were introduced sequentially, presumably more variety of amino acids has been sampled by Nature than those presented at the start (RTAG) and end point (QKKR). What are the paths, and are there many, to convert a parS-binding protein to an NBSpreferred one? Does the order of amino acid substitutions matter? To answer these questions, we explored the entire sequence space at the four specificity residues by generating a combinatorial library of ParB where positions 173, 179, 184, and 201 can be any amino acid (20 4 or 160,000 variants lacking stop codons). We optimized a bacterial onehybrid (B1H) assay 27 that is based on transcriptional activation of an imidazoleglycerol-phosphate dehydratase encoding gene HIS3 to enable a selection for parS or NBS-binding variants ( Fig. 5A and Fig.  S4 ). ParB variants were fused at their N-termini to the omega subunit of bacterial RNA polymerase. NNS codons (where N = any nucleotide and S = Cytosine or Guanine) were used to randomize the four specificity residues. All ParB variants were also engineered to contain an additional invariable mutation in the N-terminal domain (R104A) that makes ParB unable to spread 16, 28 (Fig. 5A ). The R104A mutation does not affect the site-specific binding but enables a simpler design of the selection system by converting ParB to a conventional site-specific transcriptional activator ( Fig. 5A ). If a ParB variant binds to a parS or NBS site engineered upstream of HIS3, it will recruit RNA polymerase to activate HIS3 expression, thereby enabling a histidineauxotrophic E. coli host to survive on a minimal medium lacking histidine ( Fig. 5A and Fig. S4 ). Deep sequencing of starting libraries revealed that >94% of the predicted variants were represented by at least 10 reads ( Fig. S5A-B) , and that libraries prepared on different days were reproducible (R 2 >0.90, Fig. S5C ).
To assess the ability of each ParB variant to bind to parS or NBS, we deep-sequenced the relevant region on parB variants pre-and postselection to reveal the underlying sequences and their abundance ( Fig. 5A and Fig. S5C ). As protein-DNA binding affinity is proportional to the amount of histidine being produced 27 , and ultimately to the cell fitness, we quantified the fitness of each variant to rank them ( Fig. 5C , and Materials and Methods). We found 1385 and 362 variants that show strong binding to parS and NBS, respectively ( Fig. 5B ). We then selected nine variants that either bind NBS, parS, or both ( Fig. 5C ) and showed by a pairwise B1H assay and by bio-layer interferometry assay with purified proteins that their functionality is consistent with deepsequencing data ( Fig. S6 ). To systematically probe the sequence space, we generated a scatter plot of ParB variant fitness when screened for binding to parS or NBS ( Fig. 5C ). Of 362 variants that bind NBS strongly: 261 are NBS specific (i.e. no parS binding, magenta box), 19 show strong NBS binding but weak-tomedium parS binding (pink box), and 82 dualspecificity variants that bind both parS and NBS (black box) ( Fig. 5C ). By comparing sequence logos, we observed that NBS-specific variants (magenta box) have a high proportion of the Q residue at position 173 but R is allowed; position 201 is dominantly R but polar residues (T and S) are allowed; and positively charged R and K prevail at positions 179 and 184 ( Fig.  5C ). This sequence logo shares some features with Noc orthologs (dashed magenta box, Fig.  5C ). On the other hand, parS-specific variants (dark green box) have an invariable R at position 173, same as ParB orthologs (dashed dark green box) ( Fig. 5C ), but position 201 can be small polar amino acids (C, S, or T, but G is most preferred). Notably, 17 amino acids (except a helix-breaking P or negatively charged D and E) can occupy position 179, and any of the 20 amino acid is tolerable at position 184 ( Fig. 5C ). Finally, dual-specificity variants (black box) tend to harbor sequence elements from both parS-and NBS-specific variants ( Fig.  5C ).
NBS-specific variants predominantly have lysine or arginine at positions 179 and 184
The proportion of NBS-specific variants with a K or R amino acid at position 179 is ~58%, higher than a theoretical 10% value if K/R was chosen randomly (Fig. 6A ). The same proportion was seen for a K or R at position 184 ( Fig. 6A ). This proportion increased to ~91% for NBS-specific variants with either K or R at either position 179 or 184, and ~19% for those with a K or R at both 179 and 184 (Fig. 6A ). The prevalence of positively charged residues supports our model that permissive mutations act by increasing protein-DNA binding affinity non-specifically, most likely via their interactions with the negatively charged phosphate backbone. Also, the observation that positions 179 and 184, which are more than an α-helical turn apart but are equal in their permissive capability, lend a further support to our non-specific DNA-binding model. We noted that K and R are not preferred more than expected from a random chance in parS-specific variants (Fig. 6A ). Our results suggest that the introduction of permissive substitutions is crucial to acquire a new specificity.
Permissive and specificity-switching mutations were introduced in a defined order to reprogram specificity
We asked if there is an order of substitutions at positions 173, 179, 184, and 201 to create an NBS-specific variant. To answer this question, we first reconstructed all possible mutational paths to an NBS specificity. We created a forcedirected graph that connects functional variants (nodes) together by lines (edges) if they are different by a single amino acid (AA) to visualize the connectivity of functional variants in sequence space ( Fig. 6B ) 29 . The node size is proportional to its connectivity (number of edges), and node colors represent different classes of functional variants (Fig. 6B) . Similarly, we also generated a network graph in which edges represent variants that differ by a single nucleotide (nt) substitution ( Fig. S7A-B ). Because not all amino acids can be converted to others by a mutation at a single base, a bynt-substitution network might depict better how long (hard) or short (easy) the mutational paths that parS-specific variants might have taken to reprogram their specificity to NBS. At first glance, the network is composed of multiple clusters of densely interconnected nodes that share common features in amino acid sequence ( Fig. 6B ). Furthermore, there are multiple edges connecting parS-preferred variants (dark and light green nodes) to NBSpreferred variants (magenta and pink nodes) ( Fig. 6B ). Supporting this observation, we found that it takes at most four AA (or seven nt) substitutions to convert any parS-specific variant to an NBS-specific QKKR ( Fig. 6C and Fig. S7C ). A small number of steps suggested that NBS-specific variants can be reached relatively easily from parS-specific variants. We focused on parS-specific start points RXXG for all analyses below because R173 and G201 are absolutely conserved in all extant ParB orthologs ( Fig. 5C ). We found all the shortest paths (1,232 in total) that connect parS-specific RXXG variants (298 dark green nodes) to an NBS-specific QKKR, and quantified the fractions of intermediates in such paths that contain permissive or specificity-switching residues (Fig. 6D ). We discovered that permissive substitutions (K or R) at position 179 or 184 happened very early on along the mutational paths (~95% after the first step, Fig.  6D ). The fraction of R201 increased more gradually after the introduction of permissive substitutions, and Q173 was introduced last (Fig. 6D) . The same order of substitutions was seen when we analyzed a by-nt-substitution network graph (Fig. S7D ). In sum, we concluded that the order of amino acid substitutions matters, and that permissive mutations preferentially happened before specificity-switching substitutions.
Mutational paths that reprogram specificity did not travel across dual-specificity intermediates
We observed that the fraction of variants with C/T/S residues at position 201 did not increase beyond 0% in any step from RXXG variants to QKKR ( Fig. 6D and Fig. S7D ). Given that dualspecificity variants (black box, Fig. 5C ) mostly have T or S amino acid at position 201, it suggests that dual-specificity intermediates might have not been exploited to change specificity. Indeed, no shortest path connecting RXXG and QKKR traversed through any dualspecificity variant (black nodes) ( Fig. 6E and Fig. S7E ). This proportion is significantly smaller than would be expected by chance (estimated from 1,000 random networks where edges were shuffled randomly, Fig. 6E and Fig.  S7E ). In contrast, ~51% and ~3% of shortest paths from RXXG variants to QKKR contain light green and pink intermediates, respectively. The proportions of paths with light green or pink intermediates are similar to expected values from random chances (Fig. 6E ). The preference for traversing light green nodes, therefore, can be explained by the abundance of such variants in the observed graph ( Fig. 6B ). Overall, our network analysis revealed that the parS-to-NBS reprogram did not exploit truly dual-specificity intermediates, and that those with a stricter specificity (light green or pink) were more commonly used.
DISCUSSION
Determinants of specificity and implications for understanding the evolution of protein-DNA interfaces
The NBS site differs from the parS site by only 2 bases (positions 1 and 6, Fig. 1A ) but Noc and ParB recognize and bind them with exquisite specificity. We showed that mutations must have been introduced in a defined order to enable a switch in specificity. Permissive substitutions (K/R at positions 179/184) tend to appear first, presumably to prime parS-specific variants for a subsequent introduction of specificity-switching residues (R201 and Q173) which would have otherwise rendered proteins non-functional ( Fig. 7 ). An early introduction of permissive substitutions is likely to be a recurring principle of evolution. For example, a similar prerequisite for permissive mutations were observed in the evolution of influenza resistance to the antiviral drug oseltamivir 30 . Two permissive mutations were first acquired, allowing the virus to tolerate a subsequent occurrence of a H274Y mutation that weakened the binding of oseltamivir to the viral neuraminidase enzyme 30 . These permissive mutations improved the stability of neuraminidase before a structurally destabilizing H274Y substitution was introduced 30,31 . Similarly, a permissive mutation that is far away from the active site of an antibiotic-degrading β-lactamase (TEM1) has little effect on its enzymatic activity by itself but restored stability loss by a subsequent mutation that increased TEM1 activity against cephalosporin antibiotics 32 . In another case, 11 permissive mutations were required to evolve an ancestral steroid hormone receptor from preferring an estrogen response element (ERE) to a new DNA sequence (steroid response element or SRE) 33 . These 11 mutations were located outside of the DNA-recognition motif but non-specifically increased the affinity for both ERE and SRE, thereby licensing three additional substitutions to alter the specificity to SRE 33 . Additionally, it has been shown that an early introduction of 11 permissive substitutions dramatically increased the number of SREbinding variants well beyond the historical observed variants 34 . In our case, just a single introduction of a lysine, either at position 179 or 184, was sufficient to permit Q173 and R201 to recognize NBS specifically. K179 and/or K184 are within the DNA-recognition helix and increased the affinity to both parS and NBS non-specifically ( Fig. 3C ). Taken all together, the results from us and other researchers, each employing a very different model from a wide range of organisms, emphasize the importance of permissive mutations in the molecular evolution of protein-ligand interactions.
Deep mutational scanning in conjunction with network analysis is a powerful approach to reconstruct possible mutational paths that might have been taken to acquire a new function 29, 34, 35 . Network graph theory was applied to understand the constraints on the evolution of protein-protein interfaces between a histidine kinase and its response regulator partner, between toxin and antitoxin pairs of proteins, and most recently to reveal the alternative evolutionary histories of a steroid hormone receptor 29, 34, 35 . In our case study, network analysis suggested that mutational paths to a new specificity did not necessarily have to visit dual-specificity intermediates i.e. those that bind parS and NBS equally strongly (Fig. 6E ). Instead, mutational paths to an NBSspecific variant tend to be more switch-like, frequently visited dark green nodes (strong parS binding, no NBS binding) and light green nodes (strong parS binding, weak-to-medium NBS binding) ( Fig. 5C and Fig. 6E ). We reason that most black variants, albeit being dual specific, bind both parS and NBS at a slightly reduced affinity (compared to the wild-type parS-specific RTAG or NBS-specific QKKR variants, see the scatter plot on Fig. 5C ). This might have created an undesirable situation where dual-specificity intermediates neither could compete with the original copy of ParB to bind parS nor had high enough affinity themselves to bind NBS sites i.e. artificially made non-functional due to competition. A similar principle might also apply to other protein-DNA interactions throughout biology. For example, a reconstructed evolutionary history of a steroid hormone receptor indicated that an ancestral receptor (AncSR1) without permissive mutations must always pass through dual-specificity intermediates to acquire the present-day specificity. On the other hand, the presence of 11 permissive mutations (AncSR1+11P) eliminated the absolute requirement for these dual-specificity intermediates. More dramatically, it has been shown that a single substitution (i.e. a truly switch-like mechanism) was enough to reprogram the specificity of homologous repressor proteins (Arc and Mnt) in bacteriophage P22 36 . Nevertheless, we noted that protein-protein interfaces, particularly in the case of paralogous toxin-antitoxin protein pairs, instead exploited extensively promiscuous intermediates to diversify and evolve. In the case of toxin-antitoxin systems, truly promiscuous intermediates might have been favored because many of them bound to and antagonized cognate and non-cognate toxins equally or even better than wild type 35 . Taken all together, we argue that the topology of the available sequence space and the biology of each system collectively influence the likely paths to evolve a new biological innovation.
Final perspectives
In sum, our work provides a molecular basis for how protein-DNA interaction specificity can change, with a focus on the two proteins ParB and Noc that are widely distributed and important for bacterial chromosome maintenance. We identified a minimal set of four specificity residues at the protein-DNA interface, and dissected at the molecular level the role of individual residues in reprogramming specificity. A small number of specificity residues also enabled a systematic and indepth analyses of the protein-DNA interface and possible mutational paths that could have changed specificity. Our results indicate that permissive mutations must be introduced well before specificity-switching mutations, and that mutational paths to a new specificity do not necessarily have to visit dual-specificity intermediates. In a broader context, our work might be useful in understanding the evolution of other classes of DNA-binding proteins.
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The accession number for the sequencing data reported in this paper is GSE129285. Atomic coordinates for protein crystal structures reported in this paper were deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank with the following accession numbers: 6S6H and 6S6P. Contributions of each specificity residue to enable a switch in binding specificity from parS to NBS. An R173Q substitution enabled interactions with Adenine 1:Thymine -1 (of NBS). A G201R substitution enabled interactions with Cytosine 6: Guanine -6 (of NBS). Q173 and R201 could only do so in the presence of permissive residues K at either 179, 184, or both. Without K179/184, Q173 and R201 were poised to interact with specific bases but could not, possibly because of insufficient DNA affinity. (B) Analysis of mutational paths that traversed the network of functional variants showed that the order of introducing specificity-switching substitutions matters, and that the shortest paths to NBS-specific variants do not necessarily involve a dualspecificity nodes to evolve a new DNA-binding preference. 
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Twist angle
Roll angle NBS. (A) The strength of the promoter that drives the expression of parB variants and the distances between the parS or NBS binding site to the core -10 -35 promoter were optimized. (B) A 19-bp gap between NBS/parS and the core promoter is optimal, based on the streak test for cell growth in a minimal medium lacking histidine. (C) A weak promoter (PlacUV5mut) is optimal, based on the streak test for cell growth in a minimal medium lacking histidine. (B and D) The presence of parS or NBS upstream of HIS3, in the absence of ParB variants, did not auto-activate its expression. Validation by pairwise bacterial one-hybrid assays. The ability of nine selected variants to grow on a minimal medium lacking histidine (but supplemented with 5mM 3-AT to increase the stringency) was assessed by a streak test. Plasmid harboring a binding site of an eukaryotic transcription factor (zif268) served as a negative control. (B) Validation by bio-layer interferometry assays. Selected variants were expressed, purified, and subsequently analyzed in an in vitro bio-layer interferometry assay that directly assess their binding to a parS-containing or NBS-containing duplex DNA. Three replicates for each pairwise interaction were performed, and an averaged response value is presented. Percentage of shortest paths that traversed black, light green, or pink variants to reach QKKR from any of the highly parS-specific RXXG variants (red lines). The result was compared to ones from 1,000 simulations where the by-nt-substitution edges were shuffled randomly while keeping the total number of nodes, edges, and graph density constant.
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